Techniques to allow simulated entities to avoid static terrain, such as trees, buildings, rivers, etc., have been in use in Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) environments for many years. Avoidance of objects in motion, "dynamic obstacles ", is much more complex. Although simple dynamic obstacle collision avoidance has been implemented in other systems, the resulting behavior is usually less than realistic. The Institute for Simulation and Training (IST) has investigated techniques to allow simulated entities to make reasonably intelligent and realistic maneuvers intended to avoid dynamic (and static) objects. The goal has been to find new methods which will yield improved collision avoidance behavior without excessive computational cost. As a result of this work, IST has developed a novel approach to attack the DIS dynamic obstacle avoidance (DOA) problem by combining two disparate motion planning approaches: potential fields and grid based route planning.
against which to train. One technique is to use a computer system that generates and controls multiple simulation entities using software and possibly a human operator. This type of system is known as a Semi -Automated Force (SAF or SAFOR) or a Computer Generated Force (CGF).
A CGF system will use built -in behavior to react autonomously to the battlefield situation or to carry out orders given by its operator. Its behavior may be encoded as algorithms, production rules, formal behavior specifications, or some other form. The intent is for the CGF system's behavior to be autonomous (i.e. not requiring human control) and realistic (i.e. true to doctrine, physics, and human responses) to the greatest possible extent.
Under the sponsorship of ARPA and STRICOM, IST has been conducting research in the area of CGF systems, seeking to increase the realism and autonomy of CGF behavior. A key product of that sponsorship is the IST CGF Testbed. The IST CGF Testbed is a CGF system that provides an environment for testing CGF behavioral control algorithms3, 4, 5, 6, 7 Although, the research described in this report was performed using the IST CGF Testbed, the results are applicable to CGF systems in general.
Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance
Vehicle route planning falls into two broad classes: planning before movement (preplanning) and planning during movement (dynamic planning). Similarly, obstacles fall fall into two broad classes: moving and stationary (static). Early approaches to routing in CGF systems have been the simplest: preplan considering all obstacles to be stationary (or simply ignoring moving obstacles). The troublesome issue of avoiding collisions with moving vehicles is the topic of this research.
There are several approaches to this problem. First, a route planner can be called repeatedly throughout movement treating the current position as the start and all obstacles as stationary. This approach has the disadvantage of a high computational overhead; frequent replanning of a long route to avoid nearby moving obstacles is inefficient. High frequency, local planning seems a more efficient approach. Second, a route planner could preplan but attempt to predict the locations of the moving obstacles. The prediction can be precise (i.e. a particular path will be followed) or imprecise (i.e. the obstacle is likely to be in an area or volume at a particular time). Unfortunately, precise predictions are invalid whenever obstacles change speed or heading. The imprecise prediction method creates areas in 2D or volumes in 3D where individual obstacles might be. As the time between predictions increases, the prediction becomes less certain and the areas/volumes enlarge. Eventually, the uncertainty of the imprecise prediction overwhelms its utility. High frequency prediction seems to improve both methods.
This report discusses research into Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance (DOA); that is, route planning during movement to avoid moving and stationary obstacles. An approach is presented which combines high frequency, local planning with short range, imprecise prediction of moving obstacles$.
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against which to train. One technique is to use a computer system that generates and controls multiple simulation entities using software and possibly a human operator. This type of system is known as a Semi-Automated Force (SAF or SAFOR) or a Computer Generated Force (CGF).
A CGF system will use built-in behavior to react autonomously to the battlefield situation or to carry out orders given by its operator. Its behavior may be encoded as algorithms, production rules, formal behavior specifications, or some other form. The intent is for the CGF system's behavior to be autonomous (i.e. not requiring human control) and realistic (i.e. true to doctrine, physics, and human responses) to the greatest possible extent.
Under the sponsorship of ARPA and STRICOM, 1ST has Deen conducting research in the area of CGF systems, seeking to increase the realism and autonomy of CGF behavior. A key product of that sponsorship is the 1ST CGF Testbed. The 1ST CGF Testbed is a CGF system that provides an environment for testing CGF behavioral control algorithms3'4'5'6,7. Although, the research described in this report was performed using the 1ST CGF Testbed, the results are applicable to CGF systems in general.
Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance
This report discusses research into Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance (DOA); that is, route planning during movement to avoid moving and stationary obstacles. An approach is presented which combines high frequency, local planning with short range, imprecise prediction of moving obstacles8.
General Path Planning Approaches
Motion planning with particular emphasis on robot path planning and robot manipulator path planning has seen considerable work9. There are four broad categories of path planning approaches: free space analysis, vertex graphs analysis, potential fields, and grid (regular tesselation) based algorithms10. Each approach has strengths and weaknesses.
Free Space Analysis
In the free space approach, only the space not blocked or occupied by obstacles is represented. For example, representing the center of movement corridors with Voronoi diagrams11 is a free space approach. Although Voronoi diagrams are efficient representations, they and other free space approaches have some deficiencies. First, they tend to generate unrealistic paths. Paths derived from Voronoi diagrams follow the center of corridors while paths derived from visibility graphs12 clip the edges of obstacles. Second, the width and trafficability of corridors are typically ignored. Third, distance is generally the only factor considered in choosing the optimal path.
Vertex Graph Analyis
In the vertex graph approach, only the endpoints (vertices) of possible path segments are represented12. This approach is suitable for spaces that have sufficient obstacles to determine the endpoints.; determining the vertices in "open" terrain is difficult. In addition, representing only path vertices creates two other difficulties. First, trafficability over the path segments is not represented; routes segments between arbitrary vertices are typically "open" or "blocked ". Second, factors other than distance can not be included in evaluating possible routes. In the military simulation domain, concealment and cover are important factors in route planning.
Potential Fields
In the potential field approach, the goal (destination) is represented as an "attractor ", obstacles are represented by "repellors ", and the vehicle is pulled toward the goal while being repelled from the obstacles13. There are two difficulties with the potential field approach. First, the vehicles can be attracted into box canyons from which they can not escape13. Second, some elements of the terrain may simultaneously attract and repel. For example, an obstacle to movement, a repellor, may create an area of concealment. A vehicle should be attracted to the obstacle for concealment while being repelled from the obstacle creating the "visibility shadow ".
Regular Grids
In the regular grid approach, a grid overlays the terrain, terrain features are abstracted into the grid, and the grid rather than the terrain is analyzed. Each grid cell is typically marked as `open" or "blocked ". Quadtrees are an example of the regular grid approach12. Grid routes are converted into terrain routes typically by adding the z-coordinate to the xy-coordinates in the grid route. This approach's advantage is to simplify the analysis but has two disadvantages. First, `jagged" paths are produced because movement out of a grid cell is restricted to four (or eight) directions corresponding to the four neighboring cells (eight if diagonal moves are allowed). Second, the granularity (size of the grid cells) determines the smallest "opening" that can be identified. If the granularity is too large,
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In the free space approach, only the space not blocked or occupied by obstacles is represented. For example, representing the center of movement corridors with Voronoi diagrams11 is a free space approach.
Although Voronoi diagrams are efficient representations, they and other free space approaches have some deficiencies. First, they tend to generate unrealistic paths. Paths derived from Voronoi diagrams follow the center of corridors while paths derived from visibility graphs12 clip the edges of obstacles. Second, the width and trafficability of corridors are typically ignored. Third, distance is generally the only factor considered in choosing the optimal path.
Vertex Graph Analvis
In the vertex graph approach, only the endpoints (vertices) of possible path segments are represented12. This approach is suitable for spaces that have sufficient obstacles to determine the endpoints.; determining the vertices in "open" terrain is difficult. In addition, representing only path vertices creates two other difficulties. First, trafficability over the path segments is not represented; routes segments between arbitrary vertices are typically "open" or "blocked". Second, factors other than distance can not be included in evaluating possible routes. In the military simulation domain, concealment and cover are important factors in route planning.
Potential Fields
In the potential field approach, the goal (destination) is represented as an "attractor", obstacles are represented by "repellors", and the vehicle is pulled toward the goal while being repelled from the obstacles13. There are two difficulties with the potential field approach. First, the vehicles can be attracted into box canyons from which they can not escape13. Second, some elements of the terrain may simultaneously attract and repel. For example, an obstacle to movement, a repellor, may create an area of concealment. A vehicle should be attracted to the obstacle for concealment while being repelled from the obstacle creating the "visibility shadow".
Regular Grids
In the regular grid approach, a grid overlays the terrain, terrain features are abstracted into the grid, and the grid rather than the terrain is analyzed. Each grid cell is typically marked as "open" or "blocked". Quadtrees are an example of the regular grid approach12. Grid routes are converted into terrain routes typically by adding the z-coordinate to the xy-coordinates in the grid route. This approach's advantage is to simplify the analysis but has two disadvantages. First, "jagged" paths are produced because movement out of a grid cell is restricted to four (or eight) directions corresponding to the four neighboring cells (eight if diagonal moves are allowed). Second, the granularity (size of the grid cells) determines the smallest "opening" that can be identified. If the granularity is too large, small openings in obstacles (e.g. bridges over rivers) are lost. To capture the small openings, a small granularity is required which increases the computational expense of the analysis.
THE DOA MODEL
The DOA Model combines the potential field and regular grid approaches into a single mechanism for avoiding moving and static obstacles during movement along a In this example, the vehicle has no barriers (B) between it and its target, but a moving obstacle (0) is, at least temporarily, blocking a line from the vehicle (V) to the target (T).
The grids generated for the purposes of carrying DOA computations, as illustrated here and in the next sections, will be referred to as "DOA Grids."
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small openings in obstacles (e.g. bridges over rivers) are lost. To capture the small openings, a small granularity is required which increases the computational expense of the analysis.
The DOA Model combines the potential field and regular grid approaches into a single mechanism for avoiding moving and static obstacles during movement along a predetermined route. The Neural Net paradigm14,15, was the genesis for this work, although the traditional AI hill climbing is another excellent metaphor16.
A rectangular area is selected containing the vehicle and a (possibly interpolated) target destination. A grid is overlaid on the selected area. The cells in the grid fall into several classes:
1. barrier: a static obstacle the vehicle cannot cross and which does not change position, such as a river, 2. target: represents the position the vehicle wants to reach, In this example, the vehicle has no barriers (B) between it and its target, but a moving obstacle (O) is, at least temporarily, blocking a line from the vehicle (V) to the target. (T).
The grids generated for the purposes of carrying DOA computations, as illustrated here and in the next sections, will be referred to as "DOA Grids.''
Application of the DOA Grids
When a CGF vehicle is to route to a destination, a long term planner selects a collection of intermediate points (route points) to be used in traveling to the target destination. This analysis is based on static terrain features. The DOA logic is applied periodically during route transversal. The vehicle's speed is used to select the frequency of DOA analysis (such that the vehicle will move approximately 1 cell before the next DOA analysis), and the grid is laid out so that the vehicle is on an edge and the target, or an interpolated target, falls on the opposite edge. For illustration, figure 3 -2 shows the next route point (R), the vehicle (V), the interpolated target position used for the DOA calculations (T), and the DOA grid: A target destination on the DOA grid may be inside the grid if the vehicle is approaching a route point.
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When a CGF vehicle is to route to a destination, a long term planner selects a collection of intermediate points (route points) to be used in traveling to the target destination. This analysis is based on static terrain features. The DOA logic is applied periodically during route transversal. The vehicle's speed is used to select the frequency of DOA analysis (such that the vehicle will move approximately 1 cell before the next DOA analysis), and the grid is laid out so that the vehicle is on an edge and the target, or an interpolated target, falls on the opposite edge. For illustration, figure 3-2 shows the next route point (R), the vehicle (V), the interpolated target position used for the DOA calculations (T), and the DOA grid: A target destination on the DOA grid may be inside the grid if the vehicle is approaching a route point.
Interpretations of the DOA Grid
The grid can be viewed as a network of cell connections; for example, consider a subset of the full graph showing a path from the vehicle in figure 3 -1 to its target destination:
5A 5B 6B It is the directed graph view that triggered the IST notion of looking for parallels between this problem and the neural net and potential field approaches. Traditionally, such a graph would be used to reduce the problem to that of a search avoiding "danger areass17. However, the search metaphor inevitably leads one to treat grid cells as open (passable) or closed (blocked)12; something more subtle is needed. While cell 4D is not blocked, its proximity to a moving obstacle should make 4D less attractive than 3D (hence the choice of 3D rather than 4D in figure 3 -1). It is not obvious how to take such things into account when viewing this as a simple search problem.
The Neural Net Model
If we view the cells as elements in a Hopfield neural net18, the cells (particularly 3D and 4D in the example at hand) should be influenced by their adjoining cells. In neural net theory, the "energy" of a cell is calculated in two steps. First, the contributions of neighboring cells are summed:
h;=Iwuhi
Where hi representes the energy of a cell j, w,i represents the "connection weight" from cell i to cell j, and h, represents the energy of cell i. The second step involves "clamping" h, within a 0/1 or ±1 range with an "activation" function, g(h). Neural net theory provides two frequently used activation functions: a sigmoid function and a hyperbolic function.
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Interpretations of the DOA Grid
The grid can be viewed as a network of cell connections; for example, consider a subset of the full graph showing a path from the vehicle in figure 3-1 to its target destination: It is the directed graph view that triggered the 1ST notion of looking for parallels between this problem and the neural net and potential field approaches. Traditionally, such a graph would be used to reduce the problem to that of a search avoiding "danger areas"17. However, the search metaphor inevitably leads one to treat grid cells as open (passable) or closed (blocked)12; something more subtle is needed. While cell 4D is not blocked, its proximity to a moving obstacle should make 4D less attractive than 3D (hence the choice of 3D rather than 4D in figure 3-1). It is not obvious how to take such things into account when viewing this as a simple search problem.
The Neural Net Model
Where hj representes the energy of a cell j, Wy represents the "connection weight" from cell i to cell j, and h, represents the energy of cell i. The second step involves "clamping" hi within a 0/1 or +1 range with an "activation" function, g(h). Neural net theory provides two frequently used activation functions: a sigmoid function and a hyperbolic function.
The sigmoid function is:
The hyperbolic function is:
In both equations, B is a "steepness" parameter which governs the rate of change of h.
Glasius14 suggests that a linear activation function, g(x) = Kx, is adequate for propagating the obstacle values within the net (where K is a constant in the range [0, 1.25)). In this research, the linear activation function was used and the range expanded to [0,10,000).
Understandably, large K values tended to magnify the effects of obstacles.
The DOA Grid can be viewed as a neural net with connection weights held at 1. Thus, only cell values are manipulated.
The Potential Field Model
In the DOA Model, the grid and its obstacles are manipulated via the potential field metaphor. The DOA algorithm assigns the target cell a negative (attractive) potential, the barrier cells potentials of 0, and the obstacles cells positive (repulsive) potentials. Neural
Net mechanics propagate the potentials throughout the grid. Thus, a cell's value represents the combined attractive and the repulsive potentials of the target, barriers, and obstacles. For simplicity, one can view these values as temperatures on a uniform sheet (the grid) and the vehicle as an object trying to negotiate the sheet to reach the coolest point. With the problem as described, we now have a set hot and cold points.
As stated, the problem still appears to be a simple search: some points are forbidden, there is a start and a finish location. However, if we view the sheet as heat conducting, and the obstacles as points where heat is being applied (perhaps with a soldering gun) and the target as a point being cooled, it becomes clear how one cell can influence those around it. The key now is to let time pass so the effects of the heating and cooling can spread.
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The Potential Field Model
In the DOA Model, the grid and its obstacles are manipulated via the potential field metaphor. The DOA algorithm assigns the target cell a negative (attractive) potential, the barrier cells potentials of 0, and the obstacles cells positive (repulsive) potentials. Neural Net mechanics propagate the potentials throughout the grid. Thus, a cell's value represents the combined attractive and the repulsive potentials of the target, barriers, and obstacles. For simplicity, one can view these values as temperatures on a uniform sheet (the grid) and the vehicle as an object trying to negotiate the sheet to reach the coolest point. With the problem as described, we now have a set hot and cold points.
After some time we might have a new situation such as: The resulting grid captures a great deal of information and is the basis for the algorithms developed. A cell containing an obstacle effects surrounding cells and the resulting temperature gradient is an imprecise measure of the probability the vehicle will move there. A temperature based search would now select 3D rather than 4D. It is quite easy now for people to express opinions with a glance at the grid. The path already described does not go too much out of the way but avoids 1 "hot" square. A path starting out due South East could stay on cool squares for the entire trip, albeit by taking a longer trip.
A central premise of this work is that a grid can be constructed, smoothed (which means carrying out several iterations to allow temperatures to spread), and an algorithm to select velocity applied very rapidly.
The Elevation Model
Before pursuing other issues, it is worth describing another metaphor for this model. The obstacles are viewed as elevated, the target is depressed, the vehicle seeks the lowest 202 / Critical Reviews Vol. CR58
After some time we might have a new situation such as: The shaded squares indicate an elevated temperature because the obstacles have heated the cells next to them. Eventually, those cells could warm those next to them, and so on. Some cells (such as 5C) are adjacent to 2 obstacle cells and so are heated from two sources, others, such as 4E are heated on one side and cooled on the other. Rather than attempt to apply any realistic temperature model, discrete time steps are taken and at each step a cell's new temperature is a weighted average of its own temperature and the temperature of the surrounding (or, if viewed as a graph, the connected) cells' temperatures. At each iteration, a new set of cells are affected by obstacle cells and cells which had already been adjusted are re-adjusted.
The resulting grid captures a great deal of information and is the basis for the algorithms developed. A cell containing an obstacle effects surrounding cells and the resulting temperature gradient is an imprecise measure of the probability the vehicle will move there. A temperature based search would now select 3D rather than 4D. It is quite easy now for people to express opinions with a glance at the grid. The path already described does not go too much out of the way but avoids 1 "hot" square. A path starting out due South East could stay on cool squares for the entire trip, albeit by taking a longer trip.
Before pursuing other issues, it is worth describing another metaphor for this model. The obstacles are viewed as elevated, the target is depressed, the vehicle seeks the lowest point on the grid (barriers are neither raised nor lowered, they are always at 0 elevation). Using this approach, the initial grid is flat but for some plateaus (obstacles) and a pit (the target). The smoothing process causes the ground (cells) around the poles and pits to erupt or sink. Continued iterations cause the grid to approach terrain sloping smoothly from the vehicle toward the goal and around the "hills" surrounding the obstacles and barriers. The path to be taken avoids high spots (and is blocked from obstacle and barrier squares) and runs down to the low areas. Visually, the metaphor is that of a marble rolling downhill towards a hole.
The grid approach is prone to all of the classic hill climbing problems. Our view is "upside down ", we can get trapped in local minimum rather than a local maximum; in any case, local extremes are a problem16. To some extent, these problems are mitigated by the fact that there is only one low point at the outset; if a cell is depressed, there must be a clear path from that cell to the target because it was influenced by the target. In general, a lower point is either further from obstacles or closer to the target. This is not to say extrema problems cannot happen; a cell surrounded by obstacles at a distance will have a lower elevation than its neighbors.
Long Range versus Immediate Planning
Static routing (routing when no dynamic obstacles are considered) is a long range process. What direction to travel for the next few seconds is completely dependent on the long term goal. It is easy to construct examples where an error in our "next" step will make it difficult or impossible to reach our goal: Given arbitrary computation time, long term planning can be used for DOA problems by treating the moving obstacles as fixed for the purpose of computation, and re-computing frequently with updated obstacle positions. Unfortunately, long term planning probably requires more effort than can be expended for rapid speed and course adjustments. Immediate planning to avoid collisions with moving obstacles is used to make a "snap decision" on what to do next without a full analysis of the situation (in particular, without guaranteeing that the target can be reached from the new position).
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point on the grid (barriers are neither raised nor lowered, they are always at 0 elevation). Using this approach, the initial grid is flat but for some plateaus (obstacles) and a pit (the target). The smoothing process causes the ground (cells) around the poles and pits to erupt or sink. Continued iterations cause the grid to approach terrain sloping smoothly from the vehicle toward the goal and around the "hills" surrounding the obstacles and barriers. The path to be taken avoids high spots (and is blocked from obstacle and barrier squares) and runs down to the low areas. Visually, the metaphor is that of a marble rolling downhill towards a hole.
The grid approach is prone to all of the classic hill climbing problems. Our view is "upside down", we can get trapped in local minimum rather than a local maximum; in any case, local extremes are a problem16. To some extent, these problems are mitigated by the fact that there is only one low point at the outset; if a cell is depressed, there must be a clear path from that cell to the target because it was influenced by the target. In general, a lower point is either further from obstacles or closer to the target. This is not to say extrema problems cannot happen; a cell surrounded by obstacles at a distance will have a lower elevation than its neighbors.
Long Range versus Immediate Planning
Both methods can be, and have been, applied to the DOA grids. The A* search algorithm'', is a efficient long range search algorithm. In the DOA Model, A* treats the grid as a terrain map where, essentially, the distance traveled is minimized (taking the elevated areas into account by charging extra distance for crossing elevated areas).
The other algorithms tested (see Section 4.2) are of the immediate planning type. Only the cells adjacent to the vehicle are considered in making course and speed adjustments. The danger to such an approach, of course, is that the vehicle could become trapped or cycle. These concerns are greatly mitigated by the way the method is applied. A clear path is known to exist (at least the first time a grid is built), obstacles will eventually move out of the way (or be passed), and the target position is re-computed (by interpolation) each time a grid is built.
Avoiding Collisions
To avoid colliding with a moving object, two options exist: change speed or direction. In real life a speed change could involve an increase in speed, but for our work we use only deceleration from the vehicle's desired speed.
The DOA algorithms (see Section 3.3 and Section 4.2) look at cells' values both for direction (smaller values generally indicate more desirable paths) and speed (smaller values indicate higher speeds can safely be used). After the direction is selected, the relative elevation of the cell being entered is used to select a speed. If the cell's value is less than zero, a clear path to the target is at hand and the vehicle moves at full speed. A relatively large elevation indicates the cell is near obstacles and lower speeds are selected.
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Both methods can be, and have been, applied to the DOA grids. The A* search algorithm18, is a efficient long range search algorithm. In the DOA Model, A* treats the grid as a terrain map where, essentially, the distance traveled is minimized (taking the elevated areas into account by charging extra distance for crossing elevated areas).
Avoiding Collisions
THE DOA TESTBED
In order to better understand the DOA Model prior to implementing it within the IST CGF Testbed, a stand alone DOA Testbed was created. The DOA Testbed allows experimentation with DOA approaches without the complexities of terrain navigation and vehicle dynamics within a DIS environment. Although the DOA analysis was moved to the Testbed so simulated vehicle behavior could be directly examined, the fundamental work and algorithm selection was done in this stand alone DOA Testbed.
The DOA stand alone test bed uses the techniques described to produce a grid based on a configuration file. Here is a sample DOA Grid from the DOA Testbed: 
Experimental Paths
In order to examine the quality of the path/speed selections, the DOA Testbed uses the algorithm under test repeatedly until the vehicle reaches the target. The vehicle moves across the DOA Testbed grid reapplying the algorithm under test each step. This is not completely realistic, as each time the vehicle moves the grid needs to be re-evaluated because obstacles will move and be passed and new obstacles will appear. However, this simplification was introduced because it was found that algorithms that do a good job when applied in this manner will also do a good job in the dynamic situation (when the grid is "refreshed" frequently).
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THE DOA TESTBED
In order to better understand the DOA Model prior to implementing it within the 1ST CGF Testbed, a stand alone DOA Testbed was created. The DOA Testbed allows experimentation with DOA approaches without the complexities of terrain navigation and vehicle dynamics within a DIS environment. Although the DOA analysis was moved to the Testbed so simulated vehicle behavior could be directly examined, the fundamental work and algorithm selection was done in this stand alone DOA Testbed.
Experimental Paths
Applying the algorithms to new grids after each step (a DOA Testbed option) has confirmed that algorithms that work well in finding a total path through repeated application to a fixed grid do a good job when applied a step at a time with repeated grid rebuilding.
Immediate (Next Step) Planning Algorithms
Several immediate planning algorithms were examined to perform the DOA analysis. Except for the speed algorithm, the path and speed were determined independently. The non -speed algorithms select a target cell and then a speed is selected as a function of the target cell's value. If the value is negative a clear path to the target is presumed to exist and so the full specified speed is used by the vehicle. If the cell has a positive value, the vehicle's speed is reduced.
In the discussion of the algorithms, a couple of points should be borne in mind. First, only cells into which a vehicle can legally move are considered; cells containing obstacles are not considered.. Second, ties are broken by selecting the cell closest to the target or by random selection.
The Obvious Algorithm
The obvious way to select a path is simply to look at the cells surrounding the vehicle and move in the direction of the lowest valued cell. This approach has a serious problem. If there is an obstacle between the vehicle and target the vehicle will pass widely around the obstacle. Increasing the number of iterations in propagating cell values worsens this problem. With many interations, the obstacle's repulsive potential eventually reachs to the edge of the grid forcing the vehicle to travel along the edges of the grid. One way to avoid this is to put imaginary obstacles behind and along the sides of the grid (relative to the target) to compensate for the centralized obstacles and thus encourage the vehicle in the correct direction.
The Limited Choice Algorithm
The Limited Choice Algorithm forces the vehicle to move in, approximately, the direction of the target (unless barriers force it away). Of the cells adjacent to the vehicle to which the vehicle could legally move, the closest to the target is determined and its immediate neighbors are taken as the set of cells from which a selection is made (two cells may tie for the closest, in which case these two and the cell between them are taken as the set to consider). Of the set considered, the cell with the lowest value is used (in case of tie, use the one closer to the target, if a tie still exists use either one).
Selected Choices Algorithm
The Selected Choice Algorithm is a variant of the Limited Choice Algorithm. If any adjacent cells have negative values, the best of these is used; the proximity of a cell with a negative value indicates a clear path to the target is available. If all of the adjacent cells have non -negative values, the Limited Choice Algorithm is used.
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Immediate (Next Step) Planning Algorithms
Several immediate planning algorithms were examined to perform the DOA analysis. Except for the speed algorithm, the path and speed were determined independently. The non-speed algorithms select a target cell and then a speed is selected as a function of the target cell's value. If the value is negative a clear path to the target is presumed to exist and so the full specified speed is used by the vehicle. If the cell has a positive value, the vehicle's speed is reduced.
The Obvious Algorithm
The Limited Choice Algorithm
Selected Choices Algorithm
The Selected Choice Algorithm is a variant of the Limited Choice Algorithm. If any adjacent cells have negative values, the best of these is used; the proximity of a cell with a negative value indicates a clear path to the target is available. If all of the adjacent cells have non-negative values, the Limited Choice Algorithm is used.
The Speed Algorithm
This algorithm selects a speed first and only changes direction (from a direct route to the target) if speed is reduced by 50% or more. The idea is that the usual behavior is simply to slow down to let the obstacles pass by, but if severe braking becomes necessary (perhaps an obstacle is very near by) steering correction must also come into play. The steering algorithm used is the Limited Choice Algorithm.
Speed reduction makes sense as formations can be maintained during speed adjustments, but often break down during unanticipated maneuvers. Further, when people approach a moving obstruction the vast majority will reduce speed.
IMPLEMENTING THE DOA MODEL IN THE IST TESTBED
To test the DOA Model within a DIS environment, the relevant portions of the DOA Testbed were transferred to the IST CGF Testbed. Within the CGF Testbed, the maneuver control mechanism was modified to adjust maneuvering based on the DOA Model.
Behavior control within the CGF Testbed is implemented through a code structuring technique based on Finite State Machines (FSMs)6. An FSM manages task resources and scheduling in a manner similar to that of a process in a multitasking operating system. It isolates and protects its state information much as an object does in an object oriented programming environment.
An FSM encoding the DOA Model (th DOA FSM) was added to the CGF Testbed. This FSM schedules itself based on the speed of the vehicle and awakens the ManueverToPoint FSM (see below) to make suggested changes in vehicle speed and direction.
The ManeuverToPoint FSM
Within the CGF Testbed, routes are piecewise linear curves, represented by a list of points. These routes are generated by a vehicle level route planner which plans route around static obstacles. Route following causes entities to maneuver towards the first route point on its route point list. As each route point is reached, it is removed from the route point list, causing the vehicle to move towards the next point on the route.
Route following is implemented in the ManeuverToPoint FSM. The states within the ManeuverToPoint FSM set requested values (such as, requested speed, requested turn) which are used by the entity's dynamics process. The ManeuverToPoint FSM maneuvers the entity so that it passes near each route point and comes to a stop near the last route point on the route point list.
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The Speed Algorithm
IMPLEMENTING THE DOA MODEL IN THE 1ST TESTBED
To test the DOA Model within a DIS environment, the relevant portions of the DOA Testbed were transferred to the 1ST CGF Testbed. Within the CGF Testbed, the maneuver control mechanism was modified to adjust maneuvering based on the DOA Model.
The ManeuverToPoint FSM
Maneuver control with the DOA Model
The DOA FSM is started for a vehicle when the vehicle is beginning to move along a route. The DOA FSM is terminated when the vehicle reaches its destination.
The DOA FSM performs a `snapshot" analysis of the local situation, makes recommendations for speed and heading, and schedules itself to be repeated in the near future. The scheduled time is proportional to the speed of the vehicle so that the vehicle moves less than the width of a grid cell between DOA analyses.
DOA Algorithm
The DOA algorithm is:
1. Fill the DOA grid. Grid cells are marked with obstacles (moving vehicles), barriers (stationary vehicles, static objects), the interpolated target location, the vehicle's location, and information about the terrain surrounding the vehicle. 2. Propagate cell values within the grid, as described in Section 3.2.1. e. If the suggested speed is less than a threshold, maneuver along the suggested heading with the suggested speed. f. Otherwise, use the suggested speed heading directly at the target. In summary, the DOA algorithm causes vehicles to avoid collisions by: a) Slowing first (rule 4f), b) Then slowing and steering away from obstacles (rule 4e), c) Then stopping (rules 4a and 4b), and finally d) Backing up (rule 4c). Of course only the maneuvering that is necessary to avoid collisions is performed; e.g. if slowing resolves the problem then steering, halting, and backing up are not utilized.
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Maneuver control with the DOA Model
The DOA FSM performs a "snapshot" analysis of the local situation, makes recommendations for speed and heading, and schedules itself to be repeated in the near future. The scheduled time is proportional to the speed of the vehicle so that the vehicle moves less than the width of a grid cell between DOA analyses.
DOA Algorithm
1. Fill the DOA grid. Grid cells are marked with obstacles (moving vehicles), barriers (stationary vehicles, static objects), the interpolated target location, the vehicle's location, and information about the terrain surrounding the vehicle. 2. Propagate cell values within the grid, as described in Section 3.2.1. In summary, the DOA algorithm causes vehicles to avoid collisions by: a) Slowing first (rule 4f), b) Then slowing and steering away from obstacles (rule 4e), c) Then stopping (rules 4a and 4b), and finally d) Backing up (rule 4c). Of course only the maneuvering that is necessary to avoid collisions is performed; e.g. if slowing resolves the problem then steering, halting, and backing up are not utilized.
The DOA grid
The following is a snap shot of three Mls. Only Vehicle 1 is moving on the terrain and using DOA to maneuver around obstacles (Vehicle 2 and Vehicle 3) and a barrier (a river). 
The following is a snap shot of three Mis. Only Vehicle 1 is moving on the terrain and using DOA to maneuver around obstacles (Vehicle 2 and Vehicle 3) and a barrier (a river). 
Value of the cell:
• The propagation of cell values within the grid if it is an EMPTY cell, or • The fixed value used for DOA_VEHICLE, TARGET, OBSTACLE or BARRIER.
The DOA grid is placed in front of the vehicle oriented along the vehicle's heading. The vehicle is located at the bottom center of the DOA grid. This arrangement allows the vehicle to detect and avoid obstacles and barriers on its forward path. Passed obstacles and barriers drop off the vehicle's DOA grid, and stop influencing its maneuvering.
Marking the DOA grid
Marking the DOA grid consists of four steps. First, using information from the Terrain Data Base, the locations of all BARRIERS are marked. Second, the locations and projected locations of all OBSTACLES are marked. Third, the TARGET location is marked by interpolating the current location of the vehicle with its next route point.
Fourth, the location of the vehicle on the DOA grid is marked.
After the grid is marked, the elevation/temperature /potential values are propagated throughout the grid (see Section 3.2). The resulting DOA grid has:
1.
Cells close to an obstacle or barrier have high elevations and 2. Cells close to the target by have low elevations.
DOA MODEL RESULTS IN THE IST CGF TESTBED
Experiments with the DOA Testbed revealed that analyzing the DOA grid with the A* algorithm (step 3 in Section 5.2) gave the most stable and realistic results. Five different scenarios using A* based DOA analysis were developed to test the DOA Model:
1. X-scenario (two vehicles moving in a 315 and 225 degree collision course), 2. Head On Collision scenario (two vehicles moving in a head on collision course), 
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Marking the DOA grid
Marking the DOA grid consists of four steps. First, using information from the Terrain Data Base, the locations of all BARRIERS are marked. Second, the locations and projected locations of all OBSTACLES are marked. Third, the TARGET location is marked by interpolating the current location of the vehicle with its next route point. Fourth, the location of the vehicle on the DOA grid is marked.
After the grid is marked, the elevation/temperature/potential values are propagated throughout the grid (see Section 3.2). The resulting DOA grid has:
1. Cells close to an obstacle or barrier have high elevations and 2. Cells close to the target by have low elevations.
DOA MODEL RESULTS IN THE 1ST CGF TESTBED
1. X-scenario (two vehicles moving in a 315 and 225 degree collision course), 2. Head On Collision scenario (two vehicles moving in a head on collision course), 3. Right Angle Collision scenario (two vehicles moving in a 0 and 270 degree collision course), 4. Competition for the Bridge scenario (three vehicles competing to cross a bridge), and 5. Head On Collision On the Bridge scenario (two vehicles moving in a head on collision course on a bridge).
The DOA Model produced realistic driving behavior in all five scenarios. Space limitations allow only one scenario (4. Competition for the Bridge) to be discussed in detail.
For clarity, the vehicles and their trails are shown in the figures; the DOA grids are not shown.
Scenario 4:
Competition for the Bridge.
In contrast to the other scenarios, this scenario involves three vehicles moving in the same direction. The complication is that they must all cross a narrow bridge. The scenario is arranged so that the vehicles would arrive at the bridge simultaneously without DOA, 6.1.1 The terrain features. In contrast to the other scenarios, this scenario involves three vehicles moving in the same direction. The complication is that they must all cross a narrow bridge. The scenario is arranged so that the vehicles would arrive at the bridge simultaneously without DOA.
6.1.1 The terrain features. Description: The important features are the trees, the river, the road, and the bridge. The vehicles will cross the bridge from left to right. Description: Vehicle 1 has reached its destination and stopped; it is now a static object, a BARRIER. Vehicle 2 is crossing the bridge and accelerating. Vehicle 3 is accelerating because Vehicle 2 has moved sufficiently ahead of Vehicle 3 to move off Vehicle 2's DOA grid.
6.1.6 Vehicle 3 crosses the bridge. Description: Vehicle 2 has crossed the bridge and is nearing its destination. Vehicle 3, moving at normal speed, is crossing the bridge.
6.1.7 Vehicle 3 approaches its destination. Description: Vehicle 2 has reached its destination. Vehicle 3 has decelerated because it has caught up to Vehicle 2 while Vehicle 2 was decelerating to stop at its destination.
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6.1.8 End of scenario. In summary, the vehicles, through a combination of deceleration and minimal steering, passed over the bridge without collision. This scenario demonstrates that the DOA Model resolves conflicts at chokepoints without an explicit set of "rules of right -of-way ".
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
IST has developed a novel approach to attack the DIS dynamic obstacle avoidance (DOA) problem by combining two disparate motion planning approaches: potential field and regular grid analysis. This approach is rooted in neural net fundamentals and the underlying design allows various techniques to be brought to bear on the avoidance problem. To allow focused study of the DOA problem, IST developed a stand alone DOA Testbed. On this foundation, IST has implemented and evaluated many techniques which would seem inapplicable using other approaches (from a simple "best guess" method to spline fits). To test the validity and applicability of these results, IST
implemented the more successful DOA algorithms within its CGF Testbed and studied their results within a DIS environment. In particular, the A* based DOA Model shows excellent moving obstacle avoidance while maintaining reasonably close adherence to previously created piecewise linear routes.
There are several opportunities for further work in the area of Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance. Among them are the real time coordination of route following, station keeping within formation, and dynamic obstacle avoidance. This work has focused on dynamic obstacle avoidance within the context of following lengthy routes generated by route planners that ignore dynamic (moving) obstacles. The coordination of dynamic obstacle avoidance and station keeping within a formation is an interesting, untouched area for further research.
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